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As more attention is paid to the rivalry phenomenon in sport, researchers have reached a point where comparison 
investigations of the phenomenon can be made between sport and non-sport entities.  The current study extends 
this goal by comparing fandom and rivalry in sport to that in the popular comic genre. Specifically, the current study 
investigated fandom and rivalry in the sport setting and among fans of the popular comic brands Marvel and DC.   
 
Two questions guided the current exploratory study.  First, comparison was analyzed between fans of sport and fans 
of the Marvel or DC brands.  In an attempt to better understand differences between fans of the comic brands, the 
second question analyzed differences between fans of Marvel and fans of DC, exclusive of sport fandom.   
 
RQ1: How do perceptions and behaviors toward rival brand differ in the sport and popular comic genre? 
 
RQ2: How does identification with a brand influence perceptions and behaviors toward rival comic brands? 
 

Method 
 
In order to answer the two research questions, an online survey was distributed to participants on Amazon M-
Turk.  The instrument contained a series of scales meant to measure fandom and rival perceptions. First, 
participants were asked if they were a fan of (1) a sport team, (2) the comic genre, or (3) a fan of both a sport team 
and the comic genre.  If someone reported they were a fan of either a sport team or the comic genre, the completed 
the survey based on their fandom preference.  Individuals that reported being a fan of both a sport team and the 
comic genre completed the instrument for both fandom groups.  Further, in the sport section, participants were 
asked to identify their favorite and rival sports teams.  In the comic brand section, participants were asked if they 
considered themselves a bigger fan of either Marvel or DC.  That choice was used as the favorite whereas the 
unselected choice was used as the rival brand in the instrument. 
 
Measures  
 
The Sport Spectator Identification Scale-Revised (James, Delia, & Wann, 2019) was used to measure fandom toward 
a favorite sport team, and a modified version was used to measure identification toward their favorite comic 
brand.  To measure perceptions and behaviors toward a rival team and rival comic brand, a branding measure was 
used, along with the Sport Rivalry Fan Perception Scale (Havard, Gray, Gould, Sharp, & Schaffer, 2013) and a 
modified version were used, and the Glory Out of Reflected Failure (Havard, Wann & Ryan, 2018) and a modified 
version to address the comic genre.  All measures in the current study displayed reliability with alpha ranging from 
.750 to .960. 
 

Results 
 
To answer the first research question, we had to perform a Between Groups and a Within Groups MANOVA 
because fans could either report they were a fan of (1) a sport team, (2) the comic genre, or (3) both.  The Between 
Groups MANOVA revealed significant differences regarding brand identification, support of the rival brand, 
perceived behavior of rival fans, the satisfaction gained when the favorite brand compared favorably to the rival 
brand in direct competition, and the likelihood of celebrating when the rival brand experienced indirect 
failure.  First, sport teams reported higher identification with their favorite team than fans of the two popular comic 
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brands. In each case regarding rivalry, fans of a sport team were more negative toward the rival than fans of the 
comic genre.   
 

  Sport Comics 

Item M SD M SD 

Identification 6.47** 1.31 5.03** 1.53 

Favorite Brand Attitude 6.08 0.88 5.89 1.16 

Rival Brand Attitude 4.15 1.88 4.60 1.43 

Out-Group Indirect Competition 3.92* 2.14 4.90* 1.26 

Out-Group Behavior 4.76** 1.89 3.47** 1.67 

Out-Group Prestige 3.93 1.89 3.34 1.47 

Sense of Satisfaction 5.76** 1.06 4.27** 1.59 

Glory Out of Reflected Failure 4.81** 1.45 3.50** 1.61 

* Significant at .05 level 
** Significant at .001 level 
 
The Within Groups MANOVA (fans of both a sport team and the comic genre) revealed significant differences 
regarding sport team identification, attitude toward the favorite team, sport perceived rival behavior, and sense of 
satisfaction for defeating rival sport team in direct competition.  Again, sport fans reported higher identification with 
their favorite sport team than their favorite comic brand. Additionally, sport fans were more negative toward their 
rival than fans of the comic genre.   
 

  Sport Comics 

Item M SD M SD 

Team Identification 6.77** 0.95 5.66** 1.58 

Comics Identification 5.07 1.23 5.40 1.12 

Attitude toward Favorite Sport Team  6.53* 0.71 6.21* 0.78 

Attitude toward Rival Sport Team  2.94 1.79 3.25 1.47 

Sport Out-Group Indirect Competition 2.82 1.79 3.07 1.60 

Sport Out-Group Behavior 4.41* 1.69 3.52* 1.57 
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Sport Out-Group Prestige 3.44 1.82 2.88 1.49 

Sport Sense of Satisfaction 5.95* 1.19 5.34* 1.45 

Sport Glory Out of Reflected Failure 4.30 1.56 4.17 1.44 

Attitude toward Favorite Comics Brand  6.32 0.74 6.59 0.58 

Attitude toward Rival Comics Brand 4.72 1.18 4.69 1.16 

Comics Out-Group Indirect Competition 4.98 1.11 4.83 1.21 

Comics Out-Group Behavior 2.60 1.40 2.61 1.33 

Comics Out-Group Prestige 2.82 1.33 2.95 1.37 

Comics Sense of Satisfaction 3.74 1.73 3.99 1.81 

Comics Glory Out of Reflected Failure 3.25 1.77 3.43 1.51 

* Significant at .05 level 
** Significant at .001 level 
 
To answer RQ2, we utilized regression analysis and found that identification with the favorite comic brand 
significantly positively influenced (1) attitude toward the favorite brand, (2) perceived prestige of the rival brand, (3) 
perceived behavior of rival comic fans, (4) the sense of satisfaction when the favorite brand compares positively to 
the rival brand, and (5) likelihood of celebrating when the rival brand experiences indirect failure.  For word-count 
limit, regression statistics are available upon request. 
 

Discussion 
 
Based on the findings of the current study, fans of sport teams are either (1) more identified and see their 
relationship with a team as more important that fans of comic brands, or (2) are more negative toward their rival 
brands then fans of comics.  Additional discussion will include potential causes for these outcomes along with future 
research in the area of brand rivalry.   
 

 


